Unusually, the client, an architectural enthusiast and landlord, commissioned this remodel to be used as a rental unit. For economy, the design utilizes only two finish materials: plaster and low-cost industrial hardwood. The floor surface bends up to become a sleeping platform, a stair, or a kitchen cabinet. Similarly, the wall curves over to form a shelf or a closet.

The flat is designed around a centralized environment, with partial height partitions in order to keep views of the whole space unobstructed. A video projector with a rotating mirror projects onto the surfaces around it. The open plan gives almost any surface in the apartment the potential to become a video screen. Core to the design concept of this apartment is the interplay between volumes and surfaces. Volumes fragment and recombine as textured surfaces while surfaces bend, warp, and enclose volumes. This innovative apartment in Turin was included in the 2004 Venice Biennale exhibition, Italian Pavilion.
This flat is designed around one core ambience, with low-rise partitions in order to keep unobstructed views of the whole space and surfaces. This allows projections on most internal walls.